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03.5438 - NIGHT VIEW - COB LED head
lamp with white and red light - with
charger

Price with TAX 348.56 zł

Price 283.38 zł

Availability Na zamówienie - 3 dni

Shipping time 3 days

Number 03.5438

Product description
Headlamp with white and red light

With the NIGHT VIEW headlamp you can choose between white and red work light. The red light is intended for work in the
dark and provides light without overexposing the retinas while at the same time keeping the eyes adjusted for the dark.

The red-light functionality is mostly known from the military to read maps on maneuvers at night, but is also needed in civilian
professions for work at night, for instance on ships and offshore. On ships it is particularly useful on the bridge at night,
because it preserves your night vision so you can work at the control panel.

The NIGHT VIEW can also make a difference on oil rigs where employees work long hours in the dark with specialised
equipment. Headlamps with red-light mode are also well suited for security guards that work at night in dark surroundings.

// Please note, only item no. 03.5438 is delivered with a European charger. Other versions (03.5438x) are delivered excl.
charger.

Supplied with the newest COB LED technology, the NIGHT VIEW provides extremely powerful illumination which spreads the
uniform light to the maximum and lightens up your entire field of view. You avoid turning the head to illuminate your actual
workspace from a limited headlamp beam.

NIGHT VIEW is provided with the very newest rechargeable battery technology with extraordinary long duration, and sets new
standards for professional work light. When set on sensor mode NIGHT VIEW is turned on/off only by waving a hand in front of
the lamp. Thus, the light can easily be switched on/off, even when wearing thick gloves.
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